
SURVEILLANCE AND RECONNAISSANCE ASSETS
Allied Command Transformation’s Innovation Hub delivered a critical 

new intelligence capability to NATO warfighters, quickly and ahead  

of schedule, confirming a proof of concept for its new Agile project  

development process.  

 

The Tasking, Exploitation, Assessment System (TEXAS), is a planning 

tool that assigns and manages allied intelligence gathering. Commanders 

can now task assets and get information quickly to make critical  

decisions on the battlefield.
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KEY FEATURES

n Planning tool that assigns   
 and manages allied  
 intelligence gathering.

n Commanders can task   
 assets and get  
 information quickly  
 to make critical  
 decisions on the 
 battlefield.

n TEXAS is a proof of concept  
 for the Agile process,  
 which is designed to  
 innovate, develop,  
 and deliver software  
 solutions quickly.

Think Big 
Start Small 
Scale Up



ACT acquiring innovative software into AIRCOM’s hands in less than 20 months after 
the initial  
discussion with Allied Air Command!

TEXAS is a proof of concept for the Agile process, which is designed to innovate, develop, and deliver software  

solutions quickly. The Agile process slashes production timelines for new software and upgrades. This requires a  

different way of thinking about and collaborating on projects, including working off-site with the private sector, 

non-profits, and academic experts outside NATO. What once took 10 years or more, Allied Command Transformation’s 

Innovation Hub delivered TEXAS in just eight months – two months ahead of schedule.

ALLIED COMMAND TRANSFORMATION
NATO’s Warfare Development Command
 
Allied Command Transformation defines the future military context, identifying challenges and opportunities 
in order to maintain a warfighting edge. It ensures maximum interoperability; gives structure and priority to  
NATO forces through defence planning and capability development; applies innovation to leverage ideas,  
procedures and technologies to the benefit of our warfare development approaches; and, in all of this, leverages 
the intellectual horsepower of a large network of industry, academia, military and civilian expertise in nations,  
in NATO agencies and NATO Centres of Excellence.

Allied Command Transformation is organized around four principal functions: 
n	 Strategic thinking
n	 Development of capabilities
n	 Education, training and exercises
n	 Co-operation and engagement +1 (757) 747-3400     registry@act.nato.int

T R A N S F O R M I N G  N A T OT R A N S F O R M I N G  N A T O

“It’s not just about how we build software, but it’s changing 

 the culture, changing the processes, making people look at 

 things differently in order to support the alliance in a much 

 faster, agile way.” – Lieutenant Junior Grade Tami Hrivnak, Innovation Branch


